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Welcome 

MCATM Young Researchers Forum, brings together young researchers in the 2D 
and atomically thin materials areas. The Forum provides a vibrant location to:

 
• Exchange your expertise and research ideas

• Enhance your scientific presentation skills
• Expand your professional skills toolkit

• Extend your professional network



10:00 Welcome Dr. Tich-Lam Nguyen

10:10 Engineering Group VI Transition Metal Dichalcogenides Dr. Bent Weber
10:30 Morning Tea
11:00 Graduate Development Program Dr. Michelle Kett
11:20 Early Career Researcher Development Program Dr. Sam Kovacevic
11:40 Monash The Generator Entrepreneurship Program Dr. Buzz Palmer
12:20 Lunch
13:30 Ion Transport in graphene oxide membranes Dr. David Cheng
14:00 Graphene oxide membrane in Li-S batteries Ms. Mahdokht Shaibani
14:15 2D crystal structure of zeolitic imidazolate framework Mr. Ben Motevalli
14:30 Carbon nanostructures in cement Mr. Yanming Liu
14:45 Graphene-based supercapacitors Mr. Ke Zhang
15:00 Afternoon Tea
15:20 Facilities around MCATM Dr. Tich-Lam Nguyen
15:30 Anti-corrosive graphene coated metal Mr. Muhammad Anisur Rahman
15:45 Superelastic graphene aerogels Ms. Zijun He
16:00 Micro/nano fabrication of 2D materials Mr. Vahid Reza Adineh
16:15 Ideas for upcoming YouR Forums Dr. Tich-Lam Nguyen
16:30 Networking
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Towards Atomic-Scale Phase-Engineering of Group-VI Transition Metal Dichalcogenides
Bent Weber
School of Physics and Astronomy

Atomically thin layered transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) are emerging as next 
generation electronic materials in nano- and optoelectronic, as well as spintronic device 
applications. In particular, the group-VI TMDCs have attracted significant interest recently, 
partly owing to their polymorphism – the ability to coexist in different crystalline phases with 
drastically varying electronic properties – ranging from semiconducting, metallic, supercon-
ducting to exotic topological phases. As different phases can coexist within the same crys-
tal specimen – with lattice-matched atomically sharp boundaries – a significant research 
effort has been directed towards the nanometre-scale phase-engineering of the material for 
novel molecular-scale electronics.
Here, we report recent progress towards atomic-scale phase-engineered electronic devic-
es of the group-VI TMDCs MoS2 and WS2. Demonstrating chemical control over the phase 
transitions, we demonstrate the semiconducting-to-metalli phase-transition in CVD-grown 
monolayer crystals, evident by a complete quench of their photoluminescence. We show 
that local irradiation with a green laser can be used to reverse the phase-change, allowing 
to return the material to its pristine semiconducting state. We further show initial low-tem-
perature scanning tunnelling data used to study the local atomic and electronic structure of 
the different phases, and incorporate phase engineered material within thin-film transistors.
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To Boldly Grow – Entrepreneurship and Commercialisation Series
Buzz Palmer
CEO of STC Australia and Director of Entrepreneurship at Monash University

To boldly grow...global innovation series is an entrepreneurship, innovation and venturing 
course focused on providing real-world entrepreneurship and commercialization education 
and professional development. The focus is on converting technical ideas into commercial-
ly viable product concepts, defining the technical development pathway and go-to-market 
strategy for an initial minimum viable product.
By adopting a ‘fast-and-soft fail’ approach, real-world opportunities are explored in-context. 
Concepts that cannot generate a compelling value proposition driven by an actionable 
strategy are abandoned and an alternative concept is pursued. This is an intense program 
focused on effectuation logic based on five principles:
1. Bird in Hand (start with your means): who am I, what I know, whom I know – imagine 

possibilities that originate from your means.
2. Affordable Loss (focus on the downside risk): choose goals and actions where there is 

upside even! If the downside ends up happening, with loss at each step that is afford-
able.

3. Lemonade (leverage contingencies): interpret “bad” news as potential clues to create 
new markets.

4. Patchwork Quilt (form partnerships): build partnerships with self-selecting stakeholders 
with pre-commitments to reduce uncertainty and co-create.

5. Pilot-in-the-Plane (control vs predict): focus on activities within your control.
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Ion transport in complex layered graphene membranes
David Chi Cheng
Department of Materials and Science Engineering

Investigation of the transport properties of ions confined in nanoporous carbon is generally 
difficult due to the stochastic nature and distribution of multiscale complex and imperfect 
pore structures within the bulk material. Here we demonstrate a combined approach of 
experiment and simulation to describe the structure of complex layered graphene mem-
branes, which allows their use as a unique porous platform to gain unprecedented insights 
into nano-confined transport phenomemna across the entire sub-10 nm scales. 
By correlation of experimental results with simulation of concentration-driven ion diffusion 
through the cascading layered graphene structure with sub-10 nm tuneable interlayer 
spacing, we are able to construct a robust, representative structural model that allows the 
establishment of a quantitative relationship between the nano-confined ion transport prop-
erties in relation to the complex nanoporous structure of the layered membrane. This corre-
lation reveals the remarkable effect of the structural imperfections of the membranes on ion 
transport, and particularly the scaling behaviours of both diffusive and electro-kinetic ion 
transport in graphene-based cascading nanochannels as a function of channel size from 
10 nm down to sub-nanometre. Our analysis shows that a range of ion transport effects 
that were previously observed in simple one-dimensional nanofluidic systems will translate 
themselves into bulk, complex nanoslit porous systems in a very different manner and the 
complex cascading porous circuities can enable new transport phenomena that are unat-
tainable in simple fluidic systems.
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Suppressed polysulfide crossover in Li-S batteries through a high-flux graphene oxide 
membrane supported on cathode
Mahdokht Shaibani
Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

With consistent technological advances, demands for batteries with considerably higher 
specific energy than current Lithium ion devices are apparent. As a peerless alternative to 
Li-ion, the electrochemistry of Lithium-Sulfur (Li-S) has received strong attention due to its 
theoretical specific capacity of 1675 mAh g-1 and theoretical specific energy of 2500 Wh 
kg-1. Turning the principle of the Li-S couple into practice though has been facing a number 
of key challenges. Migration of polysulfides from the sulfur cathode has been linked to 
rapid capacity fading and lower Coulombic efficiency in rechargeable Li-S batteries. 

Here, we report an innovative cell configuration consisting of a thin (~ 0.75 µm) and highly 
ordered graphene oxide film on the sulfur cathode and a microporous carbon-coated 
separator which together forms a cathodic ‘sub-cell’ to retain the negatively charged poly-
sulfides and virtually stops these species from shuttling to the anode side. From the cy-
cling performance of several devices, an average first discharge capacity of 1616 mAh g-1 
at 0.2 C and 1170 mAh g-1 at 1 C while retaining 70 % retention after 400 cycles with 99.75 
% Coulombic efficiency is demonstrated. These are some of the highest metrics reported 
so far in Li-S battery performance. Quite importantly, the engineered separator and GO-
coated sulfur cathode are produced by an industrially-adaptable blade coating technique 
which ensures scalability of the approach.
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Two dimensional crystal structure of ZIF‐L with unique gas molecule recognition
Benyamin Motevalli
Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

Due to the capability of a functional design of porous coordination polymers (PCPs), finding
routes to synthesize 2D structures from this class of materials could result in obtaining vari-
ety of new nanosheets. Recently, our research collaborators were able to synthesize a new 
2D Zeolitic Imidazolate Framework (a subclass of PCPs), known as ZIF-L. 

The ZIF-L crystal grows in a leaf-like shape with a very thin thickness. Our theoretical study, 
supported by experimental data, revealed that this porous membrane is extra-ordinary flex-
ible and separates gas molecules with a new active mechanism. The shape recognition in 
ZIF-L is unique and is in sharp contrast with conventional molecular sieving effect.
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Unveiling 5 nm C-S-H nanostructures in pore solutions: a missing link from cement hy-
dration to concrete engineering properties
Yanming Liu
Department of Civil Engineering

Cement hydration contains various complex reactions and is essential to the study of the 
mechanical properties of cement and concrete. In order to achieve a further understand-
ing, resolving the elusive nanostructures of cement has become necessary. 

In this project, two dimensional materials such as graphene and graphene oxide will be 
used to fabricate a conductive and water-sealed liquid cell which will be put into several 
microscopes to observe the nano-sized feature in-situ dynamically. Both the scanning 
electron microscopy and transmit electron microscopy will be used to observe the sample 
for different purposes. 

Meanwhile, liquid atomic force microscopy and scanning ion conductance microscopy will 
also be used to get the morphological data of cement surface in liquid to assist us under-
standing the liquid cell study.
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Graphene-based supercpacitors
Ke Zhang
Department of Materials and Science Engineering

Graphene has combined properties of high specific surface area and good electrical 
conductivity which are promising for supercapacitors. Tremendous efforts have been made 
to improve the energy density of supercapacitors towards batteries by maximizing their 
specific capacitance via either increasing the specific surface area or enhancing charge 
storage in sub-nanometre pores. 

From an alternative approach to improve the device energy density, we attempt to inves-
tigate the effect of increased electrode mass loading on the energy density of device. By 
manipulating the density and thickness of graphene gel electrodes, we could explore not 
only the scaling behaviour of device energy density with electrode thickness and density, 
but unveil the possible origin of capacitance fading via electrochemical method.
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Optimization of parameters for CVD graphene growth on Cu and, Ni for improving corro-
sion resistancee
Muhammad Anisur Raman
Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

Graphene coatings has been reported to suppress corrosion of various metal substrates 
due to their chemical inertness. However, the extent of protection offered by any graphene 
coating depends on the uniformity and defect density of the graphene layers developed 
on the metallic substrates. Among the various synthesis methods, CVD is one of the most 
promising ones to produce graphene coating on a variety of metal substrates. However, 
controlled CVD growth of uniform and less defective graphene coating is still challenging.

This project aims to optimize the chemical vapour deposition (CVD) parameters (such as 
carbon precursor flow rate, graphene growth temperature, annealing time, hydrogen flow 
rate and cooling rate) to develop less defective graphene coatings on Cu and Ni to improve 
their corrosion resistance. In a preliminary attempt, the effect of H2 content during anneal-
ing and graphene growth on Ni was examined. The influence of cooling rate after CVD gra-
phene growth on Ni was also observed. Subsequently, the barrier properties of graphene 
coated Ni substrates were evaluated using potentiodynamic polarisation and electrochemi-
cal impedance spectroscopy (EIS) in 0.1 M NaCl. It was observed that the H2 content in 
case of both rapid and slow cooling (takes 6 hrs to reach room temperature) influence the 
morphology, uniformity and the barrier properties of the coating. Absence of H2 was found 
to significantly decrease the corrosion resistance, whereas, presence of H2 was found to 
significantly improve the corrosion resistance of Ni substrates.
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Robust and stretchable ultralight graphene cellular elastomer-based materials
Zijun He
Department of Materials and Science Engineering

Ultralight graphene cellular elastomers possess a range of unique properties including 
excellent elasticity, ultralow density, high surface area, high energy dissipation and good 
electrical conductivity, which are desirable for different application areas, ranging from 
flexible electronics to structural materials. However, owing to the limited amount of building 
blocks used for fabrication and highly porous structure required for functions, only limited 
interconnect junctions between building blocks could be formed inside graphene elastomer 
networks which lead to poor stretchability (~10% elongation limit). 

Additionally, the complicated fabrication strategy previously developed for assembling uni-
form 3D porous structure with limited amount of graphene sheets often resulted in a non-
uniformed network structure, which further weakened the graphene elastomer. As a result, 
many potential applications for graphene elastomers are restricted. 

Here, we aim to improve the stretchability of graphene elastomer by hybridizing them with 
other polymer elastomers by controlled engineering of the interaction between the gra-
phene elastomer and the polymer phase..
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In-situ and ex-situ graphene-based coating of high aspect ratio specimens for enhance-
ment of electrical and mechanical properties
Vahid Riza Adineh
Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

Coating plays a vital role in improving mechanical and electrical properties. Due to unique 
electrical and mechanical properties of graphene such as high density, uniform thickness, 
good interface contact and adhesion with the substrate, and high electrical conductivity 
and mechanical strength, graphene has exceptional potential for coating applications. On 
the other hand, over the decades numerous micro-nano fabrication methods have been 
developed in the industry or academia for fabrication of high-aspect ratio specimens for 
various technological applications.

Due to unique electrical and mechanical properties, utilization of graphene for coating of 
these high aspect ratio samples are highly favourable. However, applying single/mono-
layer of graphene to high-aspect ratio geometries is a challenging task. In this research, we 
propose to develop in-situ scanning electron microscopy (SEM)- focused ion beam (FIB) 
and ex-situ methods for graphene-based coating of high aspect ratio specimens, by an 
immediate industrial/research applications for coating high aspect ratio ultra-sharp atomic 
force microscopy (AFM) cantilever as well as atom probe tomography (APT) tips.
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See you at our next MCATM YouR Forum
Monash Centre for atoMiCally thin Materials

monash.edu/atomically-thin-materials

facebook.com/MonashAtomicallyThinMaterials

mcatm@monash.edu

http://monash.edu/atomically-thin-materials
http://facebook.com/MonashAtomicallyThinMaterials
mailto:mcatm%40monash.edu?subject=

